INTRODUCTION
The development of the Curve Digitizer is generated by the real need to get the original data which generated graphs (curves) that can be found in old documents or scientific publications which show some results only in graphical form. The Curve Digitizer extracts data from an image file representing a graph and returns them as pairs of numbers (x, y) which can be read on a computer screen, written to files or copied on paper. In the abovementioned cases, the Curve Digitizer becomes a useful tool for any scientist or engineer interested in quantifying the data displayed graphically. It replaces the digitizer tablet.
Curve Digitizer Key Features
 It supports the most common image files formats such as BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG and TIFF, etc. It can be obtained by scanning and saving in one of the above formats.  The Curve Digitizer automatically manipulates the misaligned graphics scans  It captures coordinates of manually digitized points via mouse click  The Curve Digitizer automatically traces curve passing through digitized points (automatically draw orthogonal axes, the displacements along the axes are linear)  It exports the digitized data in the TXT format file  Several graphs (curves) of the same image can be sequentially and independently digitized  It can also be used for digitizing any datasets in an image.
Curve Digitizer limits:
 The maximum number of points digitized on a curve should be smaller than 100;  The maximum number of curves that can be digitized using the same orthogonal landmark must be less than 20;  A limitation of the software is due to the accuracy and precision with which the user sets the mouse on the curve. The four main steps for using this software are:
 Upload the picture graph in a predefined space called "picture space";  Calibrate the picture graph by mouse clicking on the items defining the axes. This process is needed because the application differentiates the picture coordinates from the display space coordinates;  Digitize the data (Capture the digitized point coordinates);  Save the digitized data and create a new graph. For this application the display space is subdivided in three subspaces: 1. The "picture space" in which the image is loaded by pressing the" Load Picture" button.
The size of the picture space is set as "auto size" thus depending of the image size. 2. The "communication space" used by the user to communicate with the application.
From here, the user is able to:  a) start the import of the image file;  b) set 3 points as endpoints for the axis (R_O, R_P,R_Q);  c) give optional information like: the file name of output point data, title of graph, x-axis name, y-axis name, data as legend;  d) start digitizing a new curve (or a new set of data) if multiple;  e) start drawing the new curve (s) which was (were) obtained by digitizing 3. The "mschart space". In this space, the new design will be automatically created, after the digitization process has been completed.
USAGE
It is considered that the user has a graphic image which will be digitized in one of the formats: BMP, GIF, JPEG, PNG and TIFF (e.g. obtained by scanning).
Step 1 1.1. The user uploads the image by pressing control "Load Picture"
By pressing this button the app. uses two functions (ShowOpen, FileName ) of the CommonDialog MS Control to choose the original image file from the user folder (by mouse) Fig.1 
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The following will be optionally written in the appropriate boxes:  File name to store the data captured by digitizing (without extension, because it will automatically receive the ".txt" extension)  New image name;  Name of the data on the x and y axes;  Name of the data set (may be important in the case when digitizing more data sets). 1.2 The user selects three points in the original design as endpoints for the orthogonal coordinate axis and inserts their values into boxes R_ O, R_P, R_Q (R_P as a point on the positive axis Ox , ...)
Step 2
Note. Steps 2 and 3 work in "picture-space" Whenever pressing the mouse in "picture-space" the data capture process is active (that is the drawings coordinates of the digitized point are recorded and displayed while the display coordinates are only displayed).
2.1. The three points chosen to define the original coordinates mark will be successively digitized on the image. For information, the display coordinates of these points will be written in boxes O, P, Q; the same for the scale factor for each axis and the image rotation angle about the axis Oy of the display.
Step 3
The user digitizes points from the curve of the original image by mouse clicking (maximum 100).
To digitize points on a new curve, press "New Diagram". "And optionally specify a name that will be used as a legend, then start the process of digitization. This step can be repeated for any new curve.
Note:
The number of digitized points may vary from curve to curve. It is not necessary to digitize at the same abscises on different curves. The 3 points used as reference points are digitized once even in case of multiple data sets digitization
Step 4
Press the button. "Plot Graph". All digitized data are recorded in the output file and in the "mschart space" curves will be drawn from the digitized points. The output file .txt will contain ASCII records, each line containing: no-curve, x_coord, y_coord. The following examples illustrate the capabilities of this application and the way to use it.
1. The scanned image is stored in a JPG file. It forms a CW angle of 25.201 degrees to the OY axis; this rotation is calculated automatically. The OP and OQ are automatically calculated to determine the scale factor on each direction. The box "current pos" contains the real and the display coordinates for the last digitized point called "current point". The application is developed using Visual Basic 6 under Windows and it is used through a user graphical interface. The controls that are used are common controls like buttons to generate events that are handled by code, labels and text control to set or capture data, picture as space to image file and special Microsoft components like Common Dialog Control 6 (comdlg32.ocx) to open imagefile and Chart Control 6 (mschrt20.ocx) to create the original graphical chart to be visually verified. The special Windows functions that are used: Function GetCursorPos Lib "user32" (lpPoint As POINTAPI) As Long Function ScreenToClient Lib "user32" (ByVal hWnd As Long, lpPoint As POINTAPI) As Long Function GetSystemMetrics Lib "user32" (ByVal nIndex As Long) As Long 
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CONCLUSIONS
Curve Digitizer is well suited for digitizing measured curves which have been published as a plot, or similar graphical data. The digitized points can be transformed into the coordinate space of the paper plot by calibrating the virtual grid on the paper (which is simply specifying three points on the grid). The calibrated data can then be transferred into the data matrix (XY).
